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About This Game

It is 2070. A company specialized in robotics has developed artificial intelligence AJ version 1.0.
It is the first stable version since the beginning of this project.

Without hesitation the company launched the first trial of its operating system.

You are about to settle into a role of this piece of artificial intelligence named Android John.
He does not understand who he is or where he is.

But he has a goal. Somewhere in the sector C there is another Android called Sandra who was rendered inoperative due to
unknown reasons.

You need to reach sector C and find Sandra in order to accomplish the recovery process.
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Title: Android John
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Recreat4
Publisher:
Virtuactions
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 850 MB available space

English
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This Is the first review I have written for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention. First of all, if you remember
any of those old tank flash games that you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school) you will be in for a pleasant
suprise. this game takes the Idea of those old tank games and manages to give them an exciting twist. With beautiful, backdrops,
levels, Etc. smooth-as-butter controls, and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying to hilarious, this game is worth
the money for an amazing time with your friends.. This DLC is \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING AMAZING!!! I am so excited
for Vol 2 already! The new particle effects and lightshows really round out the experience. Every song is 10\/10. As a huge fan
of the Metro series, I feel I must unpleasantly post a negative review of this game. I think it was a big mistake to strike out so
significantly from established norms of the series. The abandonment of the metro proper for, primarily, the countryside of
Russia was a mistake and not in keeping with the atmosphere of previous Metro entries. The times I had the most fun with
Exodus were in those relatively rare moments that you were in more tightly enclosed confines or ruined cities. The open world
elements did nothing but pad the play time with uninteresting journeys through the wastes and with side encounters that were
generally uninteresting.

Additionally, dealing with the factions of the Moscow metro and the effect the previous games had on the metro itself were the
most interesting aspects of the series but, of course, this was completely abandoned for new factions and situations that were
entirely unenthralling.

Here is hoping that subsequent entries will return to the roots of what made the Metro series uniquely interesting.

Oh, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EPIC.. I like this game alot the towers are solid the commanders are good and the game
play is smooth. there are a couple of things that i wish they could add that would make the game a little more comfortable for
instance a zoom would help alot because the screen is crowded Also a big thing that really should be in this game are Hotkeys
plz if the devs read this add hotkeys:D. those are the only things i would add to this game other then that great fun and cheap.
Well unlike all the sweaty iRacing players, I truly enjoy this game. They took everything that was good from Heat 2 and added
onto it. The extended career mode will keep you busy for quite awhile. My favorite race so far was the dirt races at Bristol and
Richmond. I recommend it, its worth it!

1st edit: You can change your paint schemes in the career mode! That wasn't in Heat 2.. The original 'The Sentinel' (or Sentry as
it was in the US) is one of those rare perfect games, even the official Sentinel Returns could only add a John Carpenter
soundtrack as an improvement.

I so wanted to like this but the changes made to the game rules only break the perfect formula from the original (biggest
offender being you can absorb trees whilst unable to see the base meaning there's no need to move until forced by koth's gaze.)
A speed run element is added to try and remedy this, but it feels forced and just leaves the game feeling void of the tense
atmosphere of the original it's inspired by.

Add to this a couple of game breaking bugs (level progression not working, energy meter not building) plus full screen not
working as well as several minor frustrating issues like a tree that looks absorbed (invisible) will suddenly reappear when you
move to the next tree because it's only say 99% absorbed (a fully absorbed noise would instantly fix this) and I've had no choice
but to refund and continue firing up the original on an emulator whilst I still wait for that modern Sentinelesque fix.
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There are only two buttons in this game. Anything more would have been too much effort.

Robotex is just not fun to play. You have two things you can do, shoot and thrust your jetpack. Unfortunately, that means you
cannot steer or reasonably control the pack. Navigating obstacles is frustrating and at times you can get into positions that
require you to crash into things a few times. The thrust-to-move mechanic is not very refined, and that sucks as it is the only
mechanic in the game.

I would not say it is as bad as something like Dead Bits, but it is not a great game, and possibly not a playable one.. Beautiful
game and beautiful graphics.
Also very addictive by the way.. The long awaited DLC for our beloved Shantae game. Let me share some personal opinions:

PROS
 - very fun to play as Risky. Her gadgets seem a bit overpowered at times, but heck... she's the Pirate Queen. As a big fan of
Pirate's Curse, I couldn't help but feel more attracted to her gameplay style, despite Shantae having some big arsenal herself.
 - story is funny. The classic "lemme tell my side of the story, I promise it will be good and "very" true"
 - bathtub hub for travel, save, chillax

CONS
 - you played the original story with Shantae? Then you've seen all the zones. I expected this to some extent, but at least one
stage to define Risky would've been nice. A sea level or plundering other ships, like a side quest
 - price is quite high for what we received. The maximum should've been 7.49 $
 - no new music! I expected one or two new epic tunes...

All in all, the scale seems to be even, regarding the pros and cons. Was it room to improve in this amount of time? Definitely!
Can we hope that for the other character they can learn from their mistakes? I hope so. It would be shameful if WayForward
succumbed to the quick cash grabs like most other companies. If you're reading this, WayForward, please prove us wrong.

I'm giving this a 6\/10 because I'm a fan and will recommend it for others who can't wait for a price drop. The rest of you guys,
just wait... it's wiser :)

Happy plundering to y'all!. I've really enjoyed it! It's one big enviroment with little rock islands that you can jump from\/to, also
a ship that you can use to explore more. Every difficilty level is time limited, but I did notice that when killing enemies the
countdown progress bar (red) decreases, so I guess you can gain more time this way! The attack style is actually pretty cool, I
naturally thought, that I would have to aim somehow but when fired it seems to attack the nearest target... which is useful
because you can just focus on dodging, that really brings you points, one dodge seems to be one point. The minimum difficulty
is really slow and easy, but the DOOM (last one) is mental! No one can dodge that! The second or third difficulty levels are kind
of where I feel comfortable right now. This feels like a game where you can bring a bunch of friends over and compete with
each other, I'll give it a go this weekend! Also, I tried playing it standing and sitting and I personally prefer standing. Played it
with Oculus Rift and used Oculus Remote. My friend has a Vive, we'll try it out in the next few days and see how that goes, but
overall it's a really nice competitive game!

UPDATE 23.09.2016:

Works on Vive the same as on Oculus Rift.. Horrible combat, horrible plane controls. Unrelistic missions. 3-10
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